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The City of Veneta is reviewing its economic development strategy and the land use documents and policies that support that strategy. This update included two related parts: (1) developing an Economic Opportunities Analysis (EOA) compliant with Goal 9 and OAR 660-009; and (2) developing a strategy and five-year action plan to guide economic development policy and actions in Veneta. This report presents the Veneta Economic Opportunities Analysis (EOA). The economic development strategy was developed as a separate document.

Background

The City of Veneta hired the Community Planning Workshop (CPW) to prepare a Goal 9 compliant Economic Opportunities Analysis and implementation strategy. Specifically, the City of Veneta wants a study to identify an economic development vision and strategy, supported by a fact base about local and regional economic trends and data and an inventory of buildable employment lands. Therefore, this project focuses on a process to develop a cohesive economic development vision and supporting strategies (including, but not limited to, land use strategies) that considers the needs of the various stakeholder interests.

Developing an economic development vision involves identifying the City’s economic development goals for the next 20 years. This process did not start from scratch: over the past 12 years, the City of Veneta has engaged in multiple visioning and goal-setting processes to facilitate economic development in the community.

CPW used the existing economic development plans, data on local and regional economic trends gathered through the EOA update, and interviews with local professionals to create (1) a working list of core economic development goals and strategies for Veneta’s Economic Development Strategic Plan, and (2) a draft economic development vision for Veneta. The preliminary set of goals and strategies was then reviewed by the Veneta Economic Development Committee over the course of several meetings. CPW reviewed Veneta’s economic development goals and target industries as articulated in the following studies: ¹

- City of Veneta Comprehensive Plan (2004)
- Downtown Master Plan (2006)
- Urban Renewal Plan (2013)

¹ These reports can be downloaded from the City’s website: http://www.ci.veneta.or.us
These plans focused on strategic recommendations with goals and objectives and Veneta’s target industries. None of the plans, however, articulated an economic development vision. In total, Veneta identified 101 Strategies and 156 Actions in the seven economic development plans. These goals and strategies broadly covered eight categories:

- Economic Development Commitment
- Business Attraction, Retention, and Expansion
- Marketing
- Downtown Development
- Community Enhancements
- Retail and Commercial Development
- Tourism Opportunities
- Business Readiness

CPW’s assessment was that the plans presented too many strategies and actions. Moreover, many of the activities identified in previous plans have already been implemented. Key successes include a water intertie to Eugene Water and Electric Board (EWEB), substantial improvements to the roads and streetscape in the downtown core, a market and feasibility assessment for overnight lodging facilities, and implementation of the urban renewal district in 1984 and the 2006 Downtown Master Plan.

Thus, a big part of the Committee’s effort for this study was to focus on key priorities over the next five years. To support this focus, the Veneta Economic Development Strategy includes a five-year action plan.

**City of Veneta’s Role in Economic Development**

A core objective of this project was to better define the City’s role in helping to achieve community economic development aspirations through specific policies and implementation measures. Towards that end, articulating the city’s role in economic development is important.

A number of organizations are working on economic, business, and workforce development in the region. These organizations include:

- City of Veneta
- Lane County
- Southern Willamette Economic Development Corporation (SWEDCO)
- Fern Ridge Chamber of Commerce
- Lane Community College Small Business Development Center
- Lane Workforce
- Business Oregon

The focus of this project was primarily on the City of Veneta’s role; what resources can the City commit to economic development and what roles are most appropriate for the City. Following are foundational assumptions about the City’s role in economic development:
The City plays a support role in business development;

The City is one of several organizations that provide and maintain infrastructure;

The City has limited staff and financial resources that can be invested in economic development activities;

The City has an obligation to adopt an economic development strategy, policies to manage employment lands, and maintain a 20-year supply of commercial and industrial sites under Goal 9 and OAR 660-009;

The City is not the appropriate organization to coordinate and deliver workforce programs; and

The City is not the appropriate organization to coordinate business recruitment and retention activities or house staff that are coordinating business recruitment and retention activities.

The economic development vision, strategies, and actions that follow primarily focus on those activities for which the city would be the lead organization, or relate directly to a defined city function. This approach is consistent with the intent of this project: to articulate the city's role in economic development. It does not, however, provide details on the activities of partner organizations, nor does it commit partner organizations to any specific activity.

Organization of this Plan

The remainder of this report is organized as follows:

- **II: Environmental Scan** presents an assessment of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) of economic development in Veneta.

- **III: Veneta Economic Development Vision And Five-Year Action Plan** presents a summary of the city's economic vision and goals and strategies to achieve the vision over a five-year period.

This report includes one appendix:

- **Appendix A: Visioning Exercise Notes** provides the notes that were created during the visioning exercise that were used to develop the vision presented in Chapter 3.
As a component of the economic development planning process, CPW conducted a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) analysis with the Veneta Economic Development Committee. A SWOT analysis considers the internal factors (strengths and weaknesses) that influence economic development initiatives, as well as external factors (opportunities and threats) that may also impact these initiatives.

This SWOT analysis pertains specifically to economic development in Veneta. To gather input, CPW administered an electronic survey of committee members who were asked to list up to five items within each category. The Committee then reviewed the findings of each category and discussed how each item related to furthering economic development in Veneta. Following is a summary of the SWOT analysis.

**Strengths**

- Availability of serviced employment land;
- Downtown infrastructure improvements and street furnishings;
- Water intertie with Eugene Water and Electric Board;
- Proximity to wineries, agriculture, and Eugene/Springfield area;
- Supportive residents and City staff around economic and community development;
- Strong City government relationship with Fern Ridge School District;
- Adequate infrastructure to accommodate development in the Northeast Employment Center;
- Lower housing cost compared to nearby communities; and
- Close proximity to a variety of recreational opportunities in the Fern Ridge area.

**Weaknesses**

- Distance from Interstate-5;
- Limited public transportation;
- No rail access;
- Needed improvements on Highway 126 and Territorial Highway that require significant effort to process through the Oregon Department of Transportation;
- Limited stock of vacant commercial and industrial buildings ready for lease and occupancy;
- Limited local employment and no concentration of a business or industry to serve as a foundation for economic growth
- No downtown visibility from Highway 126;
- Limited workforce training opportunities in or near Veneta;
- No active, external communication about economic development efforts; and
 Opportunities

• Retail and service sales leakage to the Eugene/Springfield area.

• Tourism and recreational activities draw visitors to the area;
• Growth potential in Veneta small scale agriculture, wineries, breweries, and businesses where face-to-face interaction (e.g., retail outlets) not required;
• Population growth increases the demand for local services;
• Building on the success of redevelopment efforts in downtown Veneta;
• Low cost industrial land compared to nearby communities;
• Proximity to the Eugene Airport (~10 minute drive) can be leveraged to attract potential industries based on proximity to airport;
• Local labor force that currently commute out of the City could meet the needs of new or expanding businesses;
• Availability of lower-cost and moderately priced family housing in comparison to nearby communities, especially Eugene/Springfield area; and
• Higher disposable household income compared to the Eugene/Springfield area.

 Threats

• Local demand is not strong enough to bolster local retail and service businesses; retail and employment leakage continues unabated;
• City of Veneta staff have limited capacity and resources to support economic development;
• External perceptions of Veneta hinder the ability to recruit new industry to the area;
• Lack of a strong Chamber of Commerce for Veneta-area businesses;
• Limited ownership in the Northeast Employment Center reduces market choice for potential businesses that want to locate industrial activities in Veneta;
• Limited amount of private and public investment to support continued growth;
• Lack of vocational employment training in the area;

The results of the SWOT summarize the Committee’s perceptions with respect to economic development in Veneta. These results were used to develop the goals and strategies the Committee chose to prioritize over the next 3-5 years. These strategies should take advantage of Veneta’s strengths and opportunities while addressing or minimizing Veneta’s weaknesses and external threats.
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A broad range of policies and actions are available to cities in achieving local economic development objectives. The effectiveness of any individual tool or combination of tools depends on the specific objectives the municipality wants to achieve. In short, local strategies should be customized not only to meet locally defined objectives but to recognize economic opportunities and limitations (as defined in the EOA).

Economic Development Vision

The foundation of the Veneta Economic Development Strategy and Action Plan is the vision statement. CPW developed the vision statement collaboratively with the Veneta Economic Development Committee. Following is the City’s economic development vision statement:

The City of Veneta will be a “complete community” that provides an array of job opportunities and local services in addition to residential opportunities. The City will work collaboratively to develop partnerships to implement economic and community development activities.

To implement the vision, City decision makers and staff will work to:

- Make Veneta a vibrant, safe, and welcoming place for community members and tourists.
- Support community members through the creation of long-term, family wage jobs in Veneta.
- Provide services and shopping amenities for Veneta and Fern Ridge area residents and visitors.
- Provide for a majority of residents’ basic needs.
- Create a healthy environment for supporting current and future businesses.
- Create a unique community identity that residents and businesses are proud to promote.
- Embrace a sustainable economic development approach that meets Veneta’s current needs while anticipating future growth opportunities.

Five-Year Action Plan

This section presents the five-year economic development action plan for the City of Veneta. The Veneta Economic Development Committee prioritized the following goals, strategies and actions as essential to facilitating economic
development in the area. A key principle in the development of the Action Plan was to focus on a limited number of activities that can realistically be completed by the City.

The Committee considered action items identified in economic development plans from the past 12 years, as well as the current economic environment including the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats identified in the SWOT analysis. The actions listed below focus specifically on what City staff can do to support economic development over the next 3-5 years. The actions take into account the limited resources available for public investment in infrastructure and efforts to support economic development.

Goal 1: Economic Development Commitment

The first goal in the strategy is commitment to economic development. Commitment is important because without leadership, resources, and staff time, the action plan will not get implemented.

**Strategy 1.1: Demonstrate consistent commitment and support for long-term economic development in Veneta**

*Action Items:*

- **Allocate economic development funds to support the hiring of a RARE placement or Economic Development Intern in Year 1.**
  The RARE placement or intern will be tasked with initiating the actions outlined in this economic development strategic plan. Currently the City of Veneta allocates an amount of money in their budget for economic development projects. City staff should use these funds to support the hiring of a University of Oregon Resource Assistance for Rural Environments (RARE) placement or a skilled intern dedicated to economic development initiatives. The City of Veneta has had successful experience with the use of RARE placements in the past. This position should be hired for the first year of the strategic plan implementation.

- **Amend Veneta Comprehensive Land Use Plan and Zoning Code.**
  Findings and policies in the Comprehensive Plan are outdated and should be updated for consistency with the 2015 Economic Opportunities Analysis (EOA) and this Economic Development Action Plan. The Veneta Planning Commission and City Council should consider recommendations presented in CPW’s a review of the Economic Element of the Comprehensive Plan and the Veneta Development Code (see February 26, 2015 memorandum from Bob Parker to Kay Bork titled “Review of Veneta’s Comprehensive Plan Economic Element and Land Development Ordinance”).
- City leadership and staff support and assistance with implementation of the strategic plan.
  This consists of city leadership (e.g., Mayor and Council) and staff supporting the RARE/Intern outlined above, as well as ensuring there are resources committed to continuing the implementation of the plan in the longer term.

- Develop criteria used to determine how the City of Veneta prioritizes projects and allocates funding and other support for incentivizing economic development.
  Currently, the city’s strategy to allocate development incentive funds is to assess projects on a case-by-case basis. This action item aims to provide more structure and accountability with respect to how funds are allocated and used to support economic development. A key consideration is maintaining flexibility while articulating city values in the criteria. This action does not suggest that the City create a “formalized” process (e.g., formal Council votes) for choosing projects, but rather document how the city chooses to incentivize certain types of development projects in Veneta. If developed correctly, the criteria should be able to prioritize projects that may serve as a catalyst for additional development in Veneta.

- Collaborate with Lane Workforce Partnership to demonstrate the City’s commitment to supporting workforce development in the community.
  Lane Workforce Partnership is currently working to identify cities to become certified Workforce Ready Communities. City staff should work with the agency to determine what the City can do to demonstrate support, and how to connect local businesses and industries with Lane Workforce Partnership resources. Lane Workforce Partnership also works with job applicants to obtain their National Career Readiness Certificate (NCRC) which verifies each individual has three foundational and critical job-related skills. To further demonstrate their support for workforce development, the City of Veneta can submit a Letter of Support to Lane County Workforce Partnership indicating the City’s commitment to giving value to the NCRC during the hiring process.

- Establish an Economic Development Committee
  Economic development requires sustained commitment and input. Given the City Council’s workload, establishing a council-appointed committee to provide direction to staff as they implement this plan and review other economic opportunities as they arise.

Strategy 1.2: Establish and maintain relationships with business development partners and with local, state, and federal economic development organizations.

Action Items:

- Collaborate with regional economic development agencies and other local municipalities to recruit industry to the area.
  Dedicating staff time to recruiting new industry to the area is likely to be an inefficient approach to facilitating economic development in Veneta. City staff should focus their efforts on collaborating with agencies that focus on recruiting new industries around the region. City staff should actively
participate in conversations with potential industries and determining if there are any steps the City could take to improve its competitive position in attracting industries to Veneta. Agencies to collaborate with include Lane County Economic Development, South Willamette Economic Development Corporation, Business Oregon, City of Eugene, Lane Business Link, Neighborhood Economic Development Corporation, Economic Development Administration, Lane Council of Governments, and Lane Economic Committee.

- **Provide regular updates to real estate agencies on availability of developable sites.**
  The City should help to connect real estate agencies that are experienced in recruiting developers to areas with landowners. The RARE/Intern should work in their first year to identify which agencies are most appropriate to collaborate with. The City should continue these relationships by communicating economic development updates in Veneta through the quarterly newsletter and sharing information about available “shovel-ready” properties, both discussed in Strategy 2.2.

### Goal 2: Business Retention, Expansion, Recruitment, and Entrepreneurial Development

Economic development typically has four cornerstone strategies: (1) retention (strategies to retain existing businesses), (2) expansion (strategies such as Economic Gardening or other approaches focusing on helping existing businesses grow); (3) recruitment (attracting new businesses to the community), and (4) entrepreneurial development (assisting individuals with ideas turn those into businesses). The City of Veneta embraces all of these strategies and does not prioritize one over another.

**Strategy 2.1: Facilitate economic development in Veneta through the retention and expansion of existing businesses.**

**Action Items:**

- **Create a business registry database that inventories all current businesses located in Veneta.**
  The development of a business registry would help to build relationships with local businesses in the Veneta area. The RARE/Intern discussed in Strategy 1.1 should develop a robust methodology for updating this database. This action should be implemented in conjunction with the outreach program. The long-term vision would be for the Fern Ridge Area Chamber to maintain the registry.
• **Develop an outreach program to better understand and meet the needs of local businesses.** This action item is based on building strong relationships with local businesses in the Veneta area. This action should be implemented in conjunction with the creation of the business registry. These discussions will help the City to understand business needs and whether there are any obstacles to development and expansion that the City could address. Outreach should be ongoing throughout the implementation of this plan.

• **Work with regional tourism associations and wine industry to increase tourism activity in the area.**
  The Southern Willamette Valley is currently home to a number of wineries that generate a significant amount of economic activity for the region. Given that Veneta serves as a gateway for many of these wineries, there is potential to take advantage of the traffic that travels to the area and through Veneta and to the area to access these wineries. The City should work with existing groups such as Travel Lane County and the South Willamette Wineries Association, who are already working to support, grow, and market the existing wine industry. The discussion should determine what type of support the City can provide to encourage the expansion of the tourism industry in the area and how the groups can collaborate to increase economic activity within the City of Veneta.

**Strategy 2.2: Make the community attractive to businesses and residents through marketing efforts.**

*Action Items:*

• **Develop a quarterly newsletter highlighting City of Veneta’s economic development initiatives.**
  This action item is based on marketing the community to potential industries and businesses. These newsletters will be distributed to parties that work with facilitating potential development, such as real estate brokers, land or building owners, and regional economic development agencies. It will highlight projects that would be of interest to potential industries such as new development and infrastructure updates. This action is key to providing current examples of how City staff is working to facilitate economic development in the Veneta and improving the perception of Veneta to becoming a business-friendly community.

• **Develop a program to identify and document sites that are “shovel-ready” and can accommodate development.**
  Due to the small size of available land in Veneta, there are currently no sites that meet the criteria established by Business Oregon’s Industrial Land Certification program.

  The City will work in partnership with landowners to develop dossiers on key sites in the Veneta urban growth boundary (UGB). Ideally, landowners would provide the information and in return the City would help market the properties. The city will develop a list of desired information to be included on
the dossier. The Business Oregon application is a good place to start, but requires far more detail than is necessary.

The City will use the information to create marketing packages of available properties that document the type of infrastructure already in place to accommodate potential development. The packages will make it easy for developers to quickly determine if there is land available to meet their needs. This action item will require working with property owners to determine the infrastructure already in place and what other steps could be taken to make property more marketable. This should happen in conjunction with other action items involving outreach with landowners.

**Strategy 2.3: Increase capacity to recruit commercial, industrial, and traded sector businesses.**

*Action Items:*

- Collaborate with regional economic development groups and communities to recruit industries and businesses to Veneta. As the City does not currently have the resources to hire a long-term full-time staff member dedicated to economic development, the City should focus on developing collaborative relationships with regional entities that already focus on recruiting new development in the area. The RARE/Intern proposed in Strategy 1.1 will work to develop the initial relationship which will be maintained by City staff upon completion of their term.

**Goal 3: Retail and Commercial Development**

A key concern is the amount of sales “leakage” that Veneta is losing to other communities. To reduce the amount of sales leakage, the City will work to offer a broader range of retail and commercial services, with emphasis on attracting businesses to the downtown area.

**Strategy 3.1: Create a vibrant downtown core area that encourages residents and visitors to shop and spend time.**

*Action Items:*

- Collaborate with Oregon Department of Transportation to increase wayfinding signage and direct traffic off of Highway 126 into downtown Veneta. Given the significant amount of traffic that utilizes Highway 126, there is potential to direct more visitors into the downtown Veneta area. However, the downtown area is not visible from Highway 126 and there is a limited amount of signage dedicated to encouraging visits to Veneta-area businesses. The City will work with ODOT to increase the amount of signage located on Highway 126, directing potential...
visitors to key business areas and educating the public about the businesses
located in the area.

- **Continue to upgrade existing downtown infrastructure.** Developing a safe and
  walkable downtown will be key to encouraging visitors to spend time in the
downtown area. Visitors will be more likely to spend time downtown if there is
parking that is easy to access and they feel safe walking around the downtown
area. Additionally, investing resources into infrastructure upgrades will
demonstrate to existing and potential businesses the City’s commitment to
encouraging development in the downtown area.

**Strategy 3.2: Focus on quality retail and commercial development that will
offer a full spectrum of products/services for the community.**

*Action Items:*

- **Conduct a market analysis to better understand the types of products and
  services desired by Veneta residents.**
The most recent analysis of Veneta’s market was conducted in 2006. The City
should work to replicate that methodology. The analysis results should be used
in marketing the community to potential and communicate results to regional
partners listed in Strategy 2.1.

**Goal 4: Infrastructure Improvement**

Infrastructure is a pre-requisite for economic development. While the City has made
tremendous progress on infrastructure with the downtown street improvements and the
water intertie, more work remains to be done.

**Strategy 4.1: Continue infrastructure improvements to support the needs of
current and future Veneta businesses.**

*Actions:*

- **Focus improvements on pedestrian and streetscape infrastructure as needed.**
  To meet evolving business needs, Infrastructure improvements should be
  focused on continuing pedestrian and streetscape upgrades as sewer
  connections and parking supply are adequate to meet anticipated needs over
  the next 3-5 years. Improvements should be based upon need determined by
  City staff as well as input collected through business outreach.

- **Pursue the expansion and installation of a fiber optics line to, and
  throughout, Veneta to bring the city more fully into the communication age.**
The buildout of a fiber optics network will help make Veneta more competitive
in attracting development that rely heavily on telecommunication for their
operations such as e-commerce, telework, and telehealth industries.
• **Continue to advocate for the Oregon Department of Transportation to fund and construct the preferred alternative consistent with the adopted HWY 126 Fern Ridge Corridor Plan.**

The four-lane preferred alternative and ODOT spot improvements will provide corridor improvements to safely and efficiently accommodate the needs of all roadway users, as well as support the economic viability of the region including industrial, commercial, recreational, and tourist activities.

**Strategy 4.2: Make aesthetic enhancements to make Veneta attractive to residents, visitors, and potential industries.**

*Actions:*

• **Continue to make improvements along Highway 126.**

The portion of Highway 126 that runs through Veneta provides the first impression for most potential visitors, therefore it is important that there is a positive appearance that does not discourage visitors from continuing to drive through the City. The City should work with ODOT to continue making aesthetic improvements to this portion of Highway 126.

• **Collaborate with ODOT to install consistent and attractive wayfinding signage directing drivers to Veneta businesses.**

A significant obstacle to drawing visitors to the area is the lack of visibility of Veneta businesses from the Highway 126 corridor. Many visitors are unaware of the businesses located a short distance off of the highway. Installing wayfinding signage will inform potential visitors about downtown businesses as well as signal to potential industries the City’s commitment to increasing economic activity in the area.

• **Continue to monitor “problem properties” through code enforcement and nuisance ordinances.**

Properties that are not well-maintained can have a detrimental effect on recruiting new businesses to the area and impact the public perception of Veneta. The city should continue to implement it’s successful enforcement of established codes and issuance of nuisance citations to address these properties.

• **Incorporate local art into downtown streetscape improvements.**

An additional way to aesthetically enhance the downtown area is to incorporate pieces from local artists into the streetscape. This will help to build relations with local artists in the community and can also serve as a draw for visitors to the area. The City can initiate this endeavor through connecting with the Oregon Country Fair and artists who are regularly associated with the event.
Strategy 4.3: Implement a community beautification program.

Actions:

- The City should continue making beautification improvements at key locations or along corridors that are not only appealing to residents and visitors, but signals to prospective businesses that the community invests in public aesthetics.
APPENDIX A - VISIONING EXERCISE NOTES

At the October 7, 2014 meeting, the Committee was asked to submit individual answers to the following question:

_What are the most important things the City should be doing within the next 5 years to promote long-term economic development in Veneta?_

The Committee submitted 47 individual actions, which CPW grouped into eight themes. The full list of action items can be found in Appendix A. The themes included:

- **Highway 126 improvements** – There is a need for improved access and visibility of Veneta from Highway 126.
- **Business recruitment and support** – Initiate outreach for new businesses and eliminate barriers that may impede efforts to initiate or expand industry in Veneta.
- **Commercial development** – Target efforts at facilitating commercial development in downtown or other high traffic areas through building availability.
- **Effective land use planning** – Promote actions through land use designations and efficient regulatory processes.
- **Infrastructure improvement** – Continue efforts to further enhance Veneta’s ability to accommodate economic growth including physical improvements, and communications upgrading.
- **Pursue variety of industries** - Focus efforts on industries that can capitalize on Veneta’s strengths and areas of opportunity.
- **Transportation improvements** – Support general road and transit enhancements in the Veneta area, including connection to other regional destinations.
- **Miscellaneous actions**

**Highway 126 Improvements**
- Open up visibility of downtown from Highway 126
- Advocate for Highway 126 improvements
- Address transportation limitations posed by Highway 126
- Secure funding for Highway 126 buildout
- Continue push for improved access to Veneta (via 126)

**Business Recruitment and Support**
- Outreach program – Reach out to desired business
- Develop business incentives
- Find incentives for businesses to locate here
- Allow builders to pay SDC charges as a final step rather than up front
- Business education and assistance
- Recruit businesses to West Broadway
- Secure one catalyst project in the business park
• Affordable property

Commercial Development
• Build commercial specialty building in the downtown business district
• Invest in commercial building stock (build space)
• Facilitate more move-in ready commercial buildings
• Increase commercial focus areas (high traffic areas)

Effective Land Use Planning
• Designate sites for small scale hi-tech development
• Encourage mixed use development
• Update land use code to be flexible for commercial/industrial uses
• Transparent and streamlined regulatory process
• Reconfigure commercial/industrial land
• Finish pending LID projects

Infrastructure Improvement
• Secure funding for a secondary fiber route to ensure redundant ring
• Increase ability to provide stable internet connectivity
• Sponsor/promote civic fix-up/clean-up beautification
• Continue development of infrastructure
• Complete fiber buildout to business park
• Downtown parking or update parking code

Pursue Variety of Industries
• Develop recreational capacity/utilization of Fern Ridge reservoir
• Attract manufacturing employers
• Pursue small scale medical businesses that rely on info
• Pursue wine industry
• Pursue other agricultural tourist businesses
• The pursuit of business info and upscale caller options
• Well planned hotel/motel complex

Transportation Improvements
• Compete connectivity of trails and paths
• Support transit improvements
• Road improvements

Miscellaneous Actions
• Continue to improve community amendments
• Continue to support school improvements
• Wayfinding branding
• Improving public safety
• Form the Veneta City Police Department
• “Overcome” the disadvantage of not having your High School and Middle School inside City limits